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ThrowAway111222555 · 2h

World

Now just remove the fingerprints as well.
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State_of_Emergency · 2h · edited 2h

The mandatory fingerprints are an implementation of an eu-

regulation, so the federal government can't change that.

This removal of sex on our id's could also mean that our ID's

are no longer valid in other countries and that we will have

to bring our passports. (Since those have to conform to

standards set by treaties, laws of third countries etc ) I'm

not against it but this will probably be a legal minefield ...
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Kunnen ze dan ook gelijk mijne lelijke kop van da kaartje doen?
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CreamyBits · 2h

Doe ons allemaal e plezier!
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Zomaarwat · 30m

Why did you change the title to "to disappear", rather than

keep the original "could disappear"?
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Goobylul · 2h

Less fun for people who get easily mistaken for the other

gender due to certain features..
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FantaToTheKnees · 55m

Antwerpen

Rijksregisternummer is still an indicator. Even/uneven
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Jim_Chaos · 2h

Is it a victory for some people ? Or even concerned people

barely care ?
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cptflowerhomo · 2h · edited 2m
Help, I'm being repressed!

For me and for non-binary friends it would mean freedom.

Also, to change your gender marker on the ID you need to

state that you want this twice, with a three month cool off

period. Name changes take three months.

It would mean that trans people and non-binary people can

practically get a name change and ID update in three

months instead of 6.
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All of our medical records state our trans status so no,

hospitals would not have issues with treating us.

Edit: hey r/belgium and it's downvoting of trans people

talking about things is back again! Koch doch weiter.
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Dinosawer · 2h · edited 52m

I'm very happy about this (as a first step), less so about the

needless fuss some people will make about it.
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Tarskin_Tarscales · 3h · edited 8m

... Gender never was listed on the ID cards to begin with, at

least not on mine which lists Sex (totally different concepts), so

I am kind of lost w.r.t. this change (I mean if the card listed Sex

and Gender, then removing Gender makes sense).

EDIT: to the people down voting; Sex and Gender are both

clearly defined concepts, as per the WHO and also in the way

that I used the concepts in my own research (glycomics based

research). You can be whatever Gender you want to be but

your Sex is fixed and unchangeable significantly harder to

change (requiring hormone treatment or similar, which would

than only impact some aspects, while other aspects are

immutable).
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sp3fix · 43m

Alright, that's just false so I have to correct it in case some

people read this and take it at face value.

The idea that sex (not gender) is a binary, immutable,

category is not aligned with our current understanding of

the science anymore (it used to be tho). At this point, biology

and medical research have shown that this is an overly

simplistic view.
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Dinosawer · 2h · edited 2h

The 'geslacht' field was already meant to be your gender

identity , not your sex (which is why you could change it if

you're transgender) but the name of the field didn't change.

Edit: a source

Deze procedure is gericht op personen die de

overtuiging hebben dat het geslacht vermeld op de

geboorteakte niet overeenstemt met zijn of haar

innerlijk beleefde genderidentiteit
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asrtaein · 2h

They are obviously talking about sex.
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DeRoeVanZwartePiet · 2h

Belgium

Geslacht translates into sex, gender, ...

So yeah, gender is mentioned on the ID card.
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oompaloempia · 3h

Oost-Vlaanderen

Good. It was always fucking weird that your ID card says what

you have in your pants. Like, I'm not going to let you check it so

why do you have to know?

Now that we're allowing people to change their official gender

without changing their sex organs, it has become even more

weird. If we're going to have people's gender identity on there,

why not sexual preference, personality type, or IQ?

Meanwhile, despite being utterly useless, it caused real

problems for a minority of people.
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Personality tests and IQ tests are bull. Sex is much more

tangible.
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WolfpackN64 · 47m

That’s a pretty stupid change.
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